
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Oster\voche 

OSTERSITTEN UNO BRAUCHE I CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

OSTEREIER/ EASTER EGGS 
Wie dekoriert man die Eier? 

Eggs play an important role in Easter decorations in many homes. Decorated blown eggs are sometimes hung on 
yellow forsythia branches in a vase together with little wooden painted eggs, Easter bunnies or chicks, which are 
specially bought for the purpose. Similarly, blown eggs are spiked on to sticks, decorated with ribbons and put into a 
vase, sometimes with an Easter bird on t he central stick, its body made of an eggshell and its plumes and legs made of 
bright paper or felt . 

Decoration and symbolism 
- - - -

In the On.hodox and Eastern Catholic Churches, Easter eggs are dyed red to represent the blood of Christ. shed on the Cross, and the 
hard shell of the egg symbolized the sealed Tomb of Christ - lhe cracking of which symbolized bis resurrection from the dead 
easter eggs are blessed by the priest at the end of the Paschal Vigil (which is equivalent to Holy Saturday), and distributed to the 

faithful. Each household also brings an Easter basket to church, filled not only with Easter eggs but also with other Paschal foods 
such as paskha, kulicb or Easter breads, and these are bless~ by the priest as well.r"'""""',,.."'dJ. The egg is seen by followers of 
Christianity as a symbol of resurrection: while being dormant it contains a new life sealed within it. ld tnikm nttdedJ 

Similarly, in the Roman Catholic Church in Poland, the so.called ~wi~conka, i.e. blessing of decorative baskets with a sampling of 
Easter eggs and other symbolic foods, is one of the most enduring and beloved Polish traditions on Holy Saturday. 

During Paschaltidc, in some traditions the Pascal greeting with the Easter egg is even extended to the deceased. On either the second 
Monday or Tuesday of Pascba, after a memorial service people bring blessed eggs to the cemetery and bring the joyous paschal 
greeting, "Christ has risen" , to their beloved departed (see Radonitza). 

Easter eggs are a widely popular symbol of new life in Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, Russia, Ukraine, and other Central European 
countries' folk traditions. A batik (wax resist) process is used to create intricate, brilliantly colored eggs, the best-known of which is 
the Ukrainian pysanka and the Polish pisanka. The celebrated Faberge workshops created exquisite jewelled Easter eggs for the 
Russian Imperial Coun. Most of these creations themselves contained hidden surprises such as clock-work birds, or miniature ships. 
A 27-foot (9 m) sculpture ora pysanka stands in Vegrcville, Alberta. 

There are many other decorating techniques and numerous traditions of giving them as a token of friendship, love or good wishes. A 
tradition exists in some partS of the United Kingdom (such as Scotland and North East England) of rol ling painted eggs down steep 
hills on Easter Sunday. In the U.S., such an Easter egg roll (unrelated to an eggroU) is often done on flat ground, pushed along with 
a spoon; the Easter Egg Roll has become a much-loved annual event oo the White House lawn. An Easter egg hunt is a common 
festive activity, where eggs are bidden outdoors (or indoors if in bad weather) for children to run around and find. This may also be 
a contest to see who can collect the most eggs. 

When boiling eggs for Easter, a popular tan colour can be achieved by boiling the eggs with onion skins. A greater variety of colour 
was often provided by tying on the onion skin with different coloured woollen yam. In the North of England these are called pace
eggs or paste-eggs, from a dialectal form of Middle English pasche. They were usual ly eaten after an egg-jarping (egg-tapping) 
competition. 

Eggs 

The precise orig in of the ancient custom of decorating eggs is not 
known, although evidently the blooming of many flowers in spring 
coincides with the use of the ferti lity symbol of eggs-and eggs 
boiled with some flowers change their color, bringing the spring into 
the homes. Many Christians of the Eastern Orthodox Church to this 
day typically dye their Easter eggs red.(91 the color of blood, in 
recognition of the blood of the sacrificed Christ (and, of the renewal 
of life in springtime). Some also use the color green, in honor of the 
new foliage emerging after the long dead time of winter. 

German Protestants wanted to retain the Catholic custom of eating 
colored eggs for Easter, but did not want to introduce their children to 

Painted eggs - To start with, 
the eggs were dyed bright red - a 
joyful color that appropriately ex-
pressed rejoicing at the coming of 
spring. Red as the color of blood 
also symbolized and actually was 
thought magically to cmure the 
renewed life-sap ·coursing through 
nature. 

To the Christian, the red dye of 
t)le egg was a reminder of the 
blood shed by Jesus for the good of 
man. 

The tradition of painting Easter 
eggs in all colors bas various expla
nations: It was seen as being repre
sentative of the blooming of the 
flowers in spring. Yet another tra
dition links it with Simon of Cyrene 
who, in deep compassion, had 
helped Christ carry the c~ to the 
site of execution. He was an egg 
merchant, and on his return from 
Calvary to his basket of produce 
which he had left behind by the 
roadside, he found that miraculous
ly all the eggs were colored. 

A Polish legend traces the col
ored eggs back to Christ's early 
childhood. To amuse her son, Mary, 
his mother, had taken hard-boiled 
eggs and painted them yellow, 
green and red. Ever since, all good 
housewives have followed her ex
ample, but knowing that the egg 
was a symbol of resurrection, had 
restricted the custom to the season 
of Easter. 

the Catholic rite of fasting. Eggs were forbidden to Catholics during the fast of Lent, which was the reason 

for the abundance of eggs at Easter time .C10
J 


